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The Practical Zone System: For Film and Digital PhotographyFocal Press, 2006
The Practical Zone System: for Film and Digital Photography 4th edition is an updated version of what has become the classic book on the technique developed by Ansel Adams in the 1940's. The zone system was designed to provide photographers with a precise and intuitive way to control the dynamic range of their negatives to produce printable results...
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Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the RestTwelve, 2019

	
		
			From renowned foreign policy expert Angela Stent comes a dissection of how Putin created a paranoid and polarized world -- and increased Russia's status on the global stage.

		
			


			
				
					How did Russia manage to emerge resurgent on the world stage and play a weak...
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Creating Games in C++ : A Step-by-Step GuideNew Riders Publishing, 2006
Do you love video games? Ever wondered if you could create one of your own, with all the bells and whistles? It's not as complicated as you'd think, and you don't need to be a math whiz or a programming genius to do it. In fact, everything you need to create your first game, "Invasion of the Slugwroths," is included in this book and...
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Better Game Characters by Design: A Psychological Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
Games are poised for a major evolution, driven by growth in technical sophistication and audience reach. Characters that create powerful social and emotional connections with players throughout the game-play itself (not just in cut scenes) will be essential to next-generation games. However, the principles of sophisticated character design and...
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Subspace Methods for System IdentificationSpringer, 2005
System identification provides methods for the sensible approximation of real systems using a model set based on experimental input and output data. Tohru Katayama sets out an in-depth introduction to subspace methods for system identification in discrete-time linear systems thoroughly augmented with advanced and novel results. The text is...
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Synthesis of Organometallic Compounds: A Practical Guide (Inorganic Chemistry: A Textbook Series)John Wiley & Sons, 1997
This book provides an overview of the chemistry of each metal including the synthesis and handling of its important organometallic compounds. It is essential for the students of organic and inorganic chemistry to know the basic syntheses used in organometallic chemistry in order to design their own pathways. The book is divided into two parts:...
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The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the PresentRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009

	When World War II ended in 1945, America emerged as the only superpower. It had defeated Germany and Japan, it was the only nation with the bomb, and much of the rest of the world lay in ruins as a result of the war. In addition, the wartime economy had dragged the nation out of the worst depression in modern history. The United States seemed...
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Emerging Wireless Technologies and the Future Mobile InternetCambridge University Press, 2011


	The current Internet is an outgrowth of the ARPANET (Advanced Research

	Projects Agency Network) that was initiated four decades ago. The TCP/IP

	(Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) designed by Vinton Cerf and

	Robert Kahn in 1973 did not anticipate, quite understandably, such extensive

	use of wireless channels and...
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Games on Symbian OS: A Handbook for Mobile Development (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
The first part of this book discusses the mobile games industry, and includes analysis of why the mobile industry differs from other sectors of the games market, a discussion of the sales of mobile games, their types, the gamers who play them, and how the games are sold.
    
    The second part describes key aspects of writing games for...
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Advances in Bioethanol (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	Disadvantages of fossil fuel derived transportation fuels (greenhouse gas emissions,

	pollution, resource depletion, unbalanced supply-demand relations) are strongly

	reduced or even absent with biotransportation fuels. Of all biofuels, ethanol is

	already produced on a fair scale. It produces slightly less greenhouse emissions than...
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Creative Innovative Firms from Japan: A Benchmark Inquiry into Firms from Three Rival NationsSpringer, 2019

	This book discusses the ways in which characteristics of innovative firms and innovative talents with core competence in Japanese, Korean, German, and American contexts are developed and nurtured, and compares innovative firms with a long history of business operations from these four countries.
	
		Firstly, the book examines...
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Japanese For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	W e live in a wonderfully global and amazingly diverse society. Exchanging ideas, products, foods, and friendship across national and cultural boundaries is the key to making our lives richer and more meaningful and peaceful. Besides, traveling abroad is a lot cheaper than it used to be. Grabbing your passport and setting off on an adventure...
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